Link to AT HOME WORKOUTS DURING SCHOOL CLOSURE: BUSD Elementary PE Website
We are hoping that during the closure, you can continue to get your child thirty (30) minutes of
daily activity. There are great ideas on the above website for you to do at home, with no
equipment. Together, we can stay fit together! Stay safe, be well Bobcats!

P.E. Student Behavior Expectations and Guidelines
In an effort to have an optimal learning environment for all students in each physical education
class, I am sending home an outline of my classroom behavior expectations.
- Giving effort during warm-ups, listening at the prompts for directions, following
posted class or game rules, participating to the best of their ability, using the
equipment in a mindful and correct manner, being respectful of others differences,
and most of all using the appropriate language for a learning environment.
Not abiding by the rules and guidelines that have been established for physical education
classes, becoming a distraction to the learning environment will not be tolerated. Your child
will receive one verbal warning during class from the myself or the classroom aide. If a second
infraction occurs, they will be removed from the class and sat on the sideline and given a
standards-based written assignment covering the missed material by not participating. The
classroom teacher will be notified of the removal from class upon return from physical
education class.
If you have any questions during the school year 2019-2020,
please feel free to contact me anytime at Coach Gibbons Email
or by using the BLOOMZ app or website, Bloomz
BLOOMZ 4th Grade: 597D5E
BLOOMZ 5th Grade: 48Q9FN
I am hoping that by you and your child being aware of behavior expectations, we can enable
not only your child but all the students in the classroom be able to use their time in physical
education to be active, social, and enjoy moving.
If you have not signed up for classroom alerts, such as class competitions, track and field,
community events, and running club, please do so by signing up for my Bloomz. This is the
main avenue of communication for the school year. There will be a separate Bloomz form
coming home with your child. IT’S MY ONLY FORM OF COMMUNICATION!

Sincerely,
Jeremy “Coach” Gibbons
Elementary Physical Education Specialist
Ekstrand Elementary School

